On June 21, 2018, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) issued a new rule opening the door for small businesses and sole proprietors (including real estate professionals) to participate in Association Health Plans (AHPs).

This map depicts which states have enacted legislation, issued guidance or accepted AHPs conforming with the new DOL Rule. It also indicates which states have conflicting laws or guidance, or are part of the lawsuit to overturn the rule. The remaining states continue to be silent on the issue, not issuing guidance or otherwise indicating support for the DOL rule. For more information, please click on these links to learn about:

- DOL's new AHP rule
- NAR State AHP Tracker
- Lawsuit brought by a dozen state attorneys general against DOL's rule

** Although KY and WA allow “working owners” to participate in a fully-insured “large group” AHP the states are also party to lawsuits overturning DOL rule.